A Land Remembered Crossword Puzzle

Across
2) Zech’s horse
4) As Florida became more settled, Zech put __________ around his property
6) Name of one of Tobias’ dogs
8) Emma & Tobias’ son
9) Skillit married __________ Mae
11) Sometimes lightning strikes caused this devastating natural disaster
13) Koonti was a special _________ made from sago palm
14) They kept their doubloons in a ____
18) Tobias suffered from this illness caught from mosquitoes
19) While Tobias was away, Zech and Emma fought off these animals
21) The author’s last name
22) The family in A Land Remembered
25) Seminole house
26) Zech’s wife
28) The MacIvey’s made a lot of money selling their _________
29) Tobias and Emma came to Florida from this state
32) The town where Zech met Glenda
34) While Glenda, Zech and Sol were in Fort Dallas, they heard that a barefoot man actually delivered the ______
35) This animal was used to herd cattle
37) The War Between the States
38) They took their cattle to _________ Rassa
39) The hurricane in 1928 caused a _____ _________ that swept away Sol’s house on the banks of Lake Okeechobee
40) Ishmael was this breed of horse
41) ____________ _______ is an edible plant that is known today as “hearts of palm”
45) When it became harder to drive cattle, Zech turned much of their land into an ____________ ____________
48) The closest town where the MacIvey’s buy supplies
51) One of Tobias’ hired hands
52) Seminole woman Zech loved
54) After his accident, Zech almost lost his ______
55) Low growing palm with fan shaped leaves that grows throughout Florida
56) Tobias’ Seminole friend
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1) The MacIvey’s first dwelling in Florida was a lean-to made out of __________ and palmetto fronds
3) Cracker word for a mosquito
4) Skillit wasn’t a slave, he was ______
5) During one of the cattle drives, some cattle were __________ in a sinkhole
7) Tobias’ hired hand
9) Bonzo and Frog liked to pull __________ on one another
10) Sol’s Seminole half-brother
11) They lost their orange crop in the big __________
12) The country where they shipped their cattle
15) People who steal cattle
16) This reptile lives in the swamp
17) The freed slave Tobias hired
19) The cracker’s get their name from the _____ ________
20) Name of the Native Americans that befriended the MacIveys
23) The breed of the cattle they caught
24) Zech bought __________ of land because he saw the cattle industry changing
27) A dangerous wind storm
30) The family in A Land Remembered settled in this state
31) Zech’s father and family patriarch
33) The name of the other wolf dog
34) City where Sol lived and helped develop
36) Spanish money
42) Punta Rassa is near the ______ Coast
43) When the MacIvey’s came to Florida, they had no money and were ______
44) Tobias’ wife
45) Animal that pulled the wagons
46) Zech climbed on the moon __________ in the marsh
47) Zech and Glenda’s son
49) Tobias used coon skins to __________ for food and supplies
50) A popular drink and staple of Cracker families like the MacIvey’s
51) Sol loved ______________ O’Neill
52) The last name of the Seminole family that befriended the MacIveys
53) Nip and Tuck were __________ dogs